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rjIGQEST- 1. Upon examination of Department of Energy
Organization Act and application of crier-ia

..established by GAO and OMB, we conclude
that Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
(FF0RC) is an independent regulatory agency
subject c;60AO clearance urjsdictiun under
Federal Reports Act. Informadion-gfthering
by FERC pursuant to functions formerly
vested in the Federal Power Cu'imnission
and Interstate Ccmmerce Commission, or
to 0erformnbther independent regulatory
functions vested in it, is subject to CGAO
clearance, Whether actually performed by
FERC or under its sponsorship. Pub. L.
No. '95-91, S 401; 44 U.S. C. S 3512 (Supp. V
1975); B-180224, February 8, 1674.

2. GAO finds no basis fo~r relinquishing our
clearance jurisdiction solely because FERC
will reportedly conduct much of its tdforrnation-
gathering through the Energy Information
Administration (EIA). Section 235 of the
Department of Energy Orjahization Act gives
EIApower to perform fuhctions vested in
the Sbcretaty of Energy relating to gathering,
analysis, and dissemination of energy infor-
mation, but does not appear to require FERC
to rely solely on EIA to collect information
for it. Use of EIA by FERC, pursuant to its
independent regulatory functions, wou]d be
under the sponsorship of FERC and would still
be subject to GAO clearance authority.
44 U.S.C. § 3512(c) (Supp V 1975).

3. Since clearance of the same frrms under the
Federal Reports Act by both GAO and OMB mnight
frustrate the intent of the Act (44 U. S. C. § 3512)
by possibly delaying clearance of FERC forms, and
the intent of the Department of Energy Organization
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Act by disc'ouraging consolidation of nnergy
information collection activities in EIA,
FERC may choose whether to submit reports
it sponsors, which are collected by ELA, to
GAO or OMB.

This decisioz is In response to a request from the Director of
the Office of Manageirent and Budget (OMB) of May 31, 1978, that
we reconsider the pcmition taken in a memorandum by our General
Counsiel of January 31, 1978, concluding'that the Federal Energy
Regulatory Comznisian (FERC) is an independent regulatory com-
missionoubject to Federal Reports Act clearance by the General
Accounting Office (GAO). The memorardum was submitted to OMB
and FERC for comments. FERC has not responded but, according
to OMB, both FERC and the Energy Information Administration (EIA)
which collects information for FERCD agree ivith OMB that "adding
GAC clearance could substantially disrupt their effective collection
of information."

The issue arises because FERC has siucceeded to at least same
of the funchions and powers of the Federal Power Commist.'in (FPC)
and the FPC.hBs been terminated Under the Federal Rep'crts Act
as amended, FPC was an independent regulatory agency ard there-
fore was required to obtain clearance from this Office for efforts
to collect identical information from 10 or more respondents.
Federal agencies other than independent regulatory agencies mt.at
obtain such clearance from 01B., 44 U.S. C. S5 3501-3512 (1970 &
Supp V 1075). FERC is expected to conduct much of its kiforniation-
gathering through the Department of Energy (DOE) and OMB believes
that there is no rmtional basis for splitting review responsibility for
FERC from the rest of the Department, which is subject to OMB
clearance and review.

In the memorandum Whlich OMB cites, we pointed out that FERC
has been given many attributes commonly identified witlh independent
regulatory agencies and is identified by the statute as such. Sec-
tion 401(a) of Pub. L. No. 95-91 states:

"There is hereby established within the Depart-) 
ment [of Energy] an independent r6gi¶ ohy commission
to be known as the Federal Energy Rcgulairy Commis-
sion. " (Emphasis added.)

We also showed that FERC meets the criteria which we adid'OMB
agreed upon to determin' which agencies are subject to GAC review.
We concluded that the mere fact that FERC is '\Within" the Depart-
ment dioes not defeat our jurisdiction. ' Iso, we concluded that the
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Department of Energy Organization Act (Pub. L. No. 95-91, 91 Stat.
565, August 4, 1977). in section 707, assures that the transfer of
FPC (and certain Interstate Commerce Commission (ICC)) functions
to FERC does not defeat the intention of the Federal Reports Act,
au amerledu by section 409 of Pub. L. No. 93-153, that information-
gathering related to the transferred functions be subject to GAO
clearance.

0MB evidently does not now dispute that FERC is an independent
rej'altory agency. HowAver, OMB believes that Congress, In
enacting the Department of Energy Organization Act, c onsolidatcd
all information collection functions of DdE and FERC into the
Energy Information Administration (EIA). It is argued that since
all functions not transferred from FPC to FERC were transferred
to the Secretary of Energy, and since EIA, and not FERC, was given
the rosponsibility to collect information, OMB would have the
responsibility for clearance of FERC reporting reruirements
carried out by EIA.

We fAnd no basis for relinquishing our jurisdiction aeiely
because FERC reportedly conducts Information-gathering through
DOE. While sdetion 205(c) of tile DOE Organization Act gives
EIA power to perform certain functions vested inthe Secretary
by law relating to gathering, an2;ysis, and disseniination of energy
information, those functions do not include functions formerly
vested in the FPC and ICC. Hience, section 205 does not appear to
regui e FEF6 C to rely solely on EIA to collect it-formation for it.

We do not agree with OMB thtit the Congress, in the: DOE
Organizatiori.Act, "cotnsolidate'd a111 information collecting functions
of the Department of Energy (DOE) and FERC!" into EIA, or that
"FERC washnot given'thc respn~sibility to collect information."
See section 401(g) of the Act, p:'oviding that FERC may "by one
or more of its members or by buch agents as it may designate,
conduct any hearing or other inquiry necessary or7 appropriate to
its functions * * *'

EIA has considerable independence within DOE. The
Administrator of Energy.Information is appointed not by the

~Secretary but by the Prehident. subject "co Senate confirmation.
Section 205(a)(1). He is dot required tol,~btain iike approval of any
bfficcr or employee 'of DOE in connection with collection of any
information. Section 205(d). The Adrnihistrator operates under
his own statutory information collection charter, on behalf of
FERC. We are reluctant to itssunie, without more evidence, that
the Congress intended to make FERC' s ability to gather information
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needed to perform its functions dependent on MIA's willingness to
assist it or, even if EIA were willing, on the availability of EIA
resources for that purpose.

Of course, there may be cases where information collected
by EIA for its own purposes would be useful to FERC. The DOE
Organization Act requires the Administrator of Energy Information
to provide any information in his possession to FERC upon request.
Section 205(f). Moreover, there is no objection to the procedure
which OMB tells us has been adopted by DOE, EIA, and VERC,
whereby FERC uses EIA forms 'to conduct statistical surveys
and establish rates or promulgate other regulations."

Where FERC uses ETA to collect information in furtherance
of its independent regulatory functions, such collection would be
under the sponsorship of FERC and would still be subject to GAO
clearance authority. 44 U.S. C. § 3 512(c) states that at. independent
regulatory agneny "ishall not conduct or Ppnnsor the collection of
information upon an identical itcr-. from 10 or more persons * * *"
(emphasis added) withcizt the advance submission of plans or forms
to be used to the Comptroller General.

While FERC is an independent regulatory agency subject to GAO
review under the Federal Reports Act, its, circumstances are, in
certain respects unique. First, it is, organizationally, within an
exectvtive agency. Second, there exists within the same agency an
organization, EIA, which collects information for its purposes and
for DOE purposes on subjects- and in a form equadly usable by FERC.
Thus. 0MB says that "individual data elements in the same forms
provide information serving policy, statistical and regulatory needs."

In those circumstances in which EIA collects information,
waether or not for use by FERC, 0AMB believes that the law makes
the collection subject to OMB clearance. OMB's mandate is provided
by 44 U. S.C. § 3500 (1070).- -hich is analogous to the authority given
GAO over independent regulatory agencies by 44 U. S. C. § 3512(c),
supra, and which requires OWVB clearance of collection r'conducted"
ByEa Federal agency.

To require FEIIC to submit iiformation collection requirements
which it sponsors to GAO and at the same time, to require ETA, as
the collecting agency, to submit the saine requii:.bmonts to OMTh3
would, in OM\lB's view, create the "duplication and overlap Congress
specifically sought to avoid, " and would be "contrary to commnon
sense and practical management practices."
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We agree that this double clearance result would conflict with
Congress' itent, under the Federal Reports Act, to reduce delays
in collection of information needed by independent regulatory
agencies. Moreover, it could possibly deter FERC from using EIA
as its collecting agency. Although FERC is not required to do so9

we recrgnize that there may be considerable practical advantage
for it 4 n using EIA, where EIA hastunique expert±e and resources.
Additionally, if, FERC collects information itself while EIA collects
the same irdcrrnation, the result is burdensome to respondents,
a result the Congress wanted to aioid.

We cannot aedicate B ou--rcdr Pponsibilities under 44 U.S. C.
S 3512(c) to clear,1reports sponsored by independent regulatory
agencies merely because an executive agency, subject to OMB
review, is the collecting .gency. Congress intended that independent
regulatory agencios should have available to them clearance review
by GAO which, unlike OMB, is required to complete its re view within
45 days and cannot make any determination as to the necessity for the
information. 44 U.S. C. 5/3512(d) (Supp. V 1975). However, Congress
also intended both that the Reports Act lessen the burden on respon-
dents, not increase it and, by putting FERC within DOE, that efficiency
would be enhanced by, for example, combining FERC information needs
with identical EIA needs. In the inique circumstances present here,
where ELA is to collect the information and this would result in dual
review, to require our review could frustrate these policies. We
will therefore not require FERC to submit information collection
requirements to us for clearance if FERC chooses to rely onEIA
for performing the collection and EIA submits thoe:: rrquirenmenls
to OMB for review.

When FERC relies on EIA for information collection, >'ERC may
choose whether to submit its information collection requirements to
GAU or to leave this responsibility to OMB, through ETA. The con-
gressional reqWYrement for sponsors of i-iforniation collection, as
well as the collectors, to receive clearance would be mnet, since EIA
would be required to submit forms or plans to ONIB prior to under-
taking a collection.

However, since £.ERC is an independent regulatory agency under
tGAO clearance jurisdiction, it must submit any reports b. other infor-
mation collection requirement to GAO for review when if is~collerting
the information itself or is sponsoring the collection by any agency
oft contractor other than ETA. Also, in order to satisfy the purpouc
of'Vesting review of information collection by independent regulatory
agencies in GAO- -That the Executive not be in a position to frustrate
needs of those agencies for inforniaticn, for reasons other than prA-
venting duplication or burden--FE:RC may at any time choose to conduct
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its own information-collection, to sponsor collection, by an entity
other than EIA, or to request that we clear information collection by
EIA for FERC. We would review collections made by EIA for FERC,
unless FERC agrees to submit to review by OMB only.

OMB stated that our prior position requiring GAO clearance of
FElOC-sponsored as well as FERC-collected information

"could render potentially illegal the various forms
already issued by EIA and P13ElC which have OMB but not
GAO clearance and lead to disruptive litigation that could
substantially delay collection of needed information. "

Sinec we now hold that EMA-collected information need not be submitted
for GAO review if FERC agrees, there is little basis for litigation.
Forms or plans are cleared by O.113 based on the same criteria--
burden and duplicatioi- -which we would apply. Moreover, during that
clearance process, a forum is available for respondents to express
to OMB their objections to the form or plan.

The Reports Act is intended to prevent burden and duplication,
whether clearance is performed by GAO or OMB. Litigation in this
area has arisen where forms which plaintiffs think should have
been cleared were not or where plaintiffs think clearance should
not have been granted, but we see no basis for objections by a
respondent, merely because the clearance was performed by OMB
rather than GAO, when the forms have in fact been subject to the
clearance process and he has been given the opportunity to comment.

Of course, if it were alleged that for substantive reasons OMB's
clearance should not have been granted (for example, because the
form is unduly burdensome), there could be a basis for litigation.
Such litigation could not be said to be the result of our position
that FERC information-gathering is subject to GAO clearance,
ho-weveir It would not be based on the procedural defect that the
form was clearrd by OMB instead of GAO but rather on thi
substantive defect thai the form is I unduly is1; e
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